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Atomic force microscopy was used to study the morphology of GaAs buffer layers and the density
and height distributions of self-assembled InGaAs quantum dotssQDsd grown on these buffers by
molecular-beam epitaxy. The surface roughness and terrace size of 500 nm thick buffers were found
to be independent of substrate preparation technique, but did vary depending on whether the buffers
were grown either continuously, with a pulsed start, or with a final anneal. A short anneal at the QD
growth temperature increased both the size of the surface features and the height of mounds on the
buffer grown with a pulsed start. The variations in dot distributions on these three buffer types were
similar, indicating that the length of step edges does not determine the density of QDs. The standard
deviation in dot density was found to vary from 16 to 28% of the average dot density across the
central 26326 mm2 region of the 5 cm wafers. The standard deviation in dot height was 10% or
less of the average height. An inverse relationship was found between the dot height and density
distributions, suggesting that a uniform amount of QD material was deposited on the wafers, but that
the nucleation of the dots was nonuniform.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Numerous devices that utilize quantum dotssQDsd be-
cause of their unique optical and/or electronic properties
under development. For production, the majority of th
devices will require that the density and size of the dot
consistent or have controlled variations across the surfac
wafers on which the devices are processed. Several s
have examined the wafer-to-wafer differences in QD den
as a function of growth conditions.1 However, the latera
distribution of dot density across the wafer surface has
been previously reported.

Studies have shown that substrate aging and pregr
etching can cause substantial changes in buffer
roughness.2,3 It has also been shown that different bu
growth conditions can lead to quite different surface m
phologies, from step flow growth to mounding.4–9 It might
be expected that these differences in buffer morpho
would lead to differences in QD formation.

We describe here the influence of substrate prepar
methods and buffer layer growth conditions on buffer la
roughness. We identify distinct buffer layer morphologies
sulting from different growth conditions and examine
influence of these on QD distributions. We also describe
lateral variation in dot density and height across individ
wafers. Although the buffer morphology was found to h
no observable effect on the QD distribution, large variat
were discovered in the lateral distribution of dots acros
dividual wafers.
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II. EXPERIMENTAL METHODS

Specimens were grown by molecular-beam epi
sMBEd on 5 cm s2 in.d diameter, Si-doped,s100d±0.03°
GaAs substrates. The MBE system has been describ
detail elsewhere.10 The thickness variation across waf
grown in this system has been measured to be less
0.05% /mm,10 and the temperature variation across the w
is estimated to be 5 °C.

FIG. 1. Schematic showing the positions of the 81 analysis points us
generate maps of the QD density and height, relative to the edges and
flat on the wafers. The circled points are those analyzed on buffer

samples to determine the sample rms roughness,Rq.
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Three different substrate preparation methods were e
ined: s1d “as-received” wafers had been stored for,1 year
in sealed epiready packages under ambient conditionss2d
“HCl etched” wafers were etched with a 1:1 mixture
HCl:H2O for 1 min at room temperature and rinsed w
flowing deionized water;s3d “PAW-HCl etched” wafers wer
etched with a 3:1:10 mixture of H2O2:NH4OH:H2O for
3 min at room temperature, then dipped in HCl and rin
with deionized water. All of the wafers underwent therm
desorption of the oxide in the MBE chamber at 620 °C w
an As beam equivalent pressure of 1.2310−3 Pas9
310−6 Torrd. The substrate surface was monitored by re
tion high-energy electron diffraction during desorption
confirm oxide removal.

GaAs buffer layers, 500 nm thick, were grown on the s
strates with a deposition rate of,1 mm/h. Three differen
types of buffer layer were examined: “pulsed start,” “c

FIG. 2. AFM images of the three different buffer types studied:sad pu
tinuous,” and “annealed.” For pulsed start buffers, the Ga

JVST B - Microelectronics and Nanometer Structures
-was depositedswith a continuous As overpressured in cycles
of increasing length separated by 10 s pauses, starting w
1 s Ga cycle, for the initial 100 nm of growth. The remain
400 nm were grown continuously. The initial tempera
during growth of the pulsed start buffers was 620 °C;
was decreased to 600 °C by the time the continuous gr
started. Continuous buffers were grown without pausin
600 °C. Annealed buffers were deposited continuous
600 °C and then annealed for 15 min at 600 °C.

Prior to QD growth, the samples were cooled furthe
530 °C, under As overpressure, and held for 5 min to s
lize the temperature of the entire wafer. The dots were g
with alternating cycles of 0.25 monolayersML d In sat a rate
of ,1.0 ML/sd, As s5 sd, 0.31 ML Ga sat a rate o
,0.3 ML/sd, then Ass5 sd, for a total thickness of 2.5 ML
The wafer rotation speed during QD growth was 10 r

start,sbd continuous, andscd annealed. The images are all 333 mm2.
The nominal QD composition was In0.44Ga0.56As.
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The buffer layer morphology and roughness, and the
density and height were measured using atomic force
croscopy sAFMd. Imaging was performed under ambi
conditions with commercial pyramidal Si tips in tapp
mode. Each QD specimen was analyzed by taking mea
ments at an array of 81 pointsssee Fig. 1d which covered th
central 26326 mm2 region of the wafer. The corners of t
array are 7 mm from the wafer edge, and the centers o
array sides are 12.4 mm from the wafer edge. A scan si
3 mm was used to eliminate the effect of small-scale l
variations. Buffer layers were also measured with 3mm
scans at an array of nine points; these points are circl
Fig. 1.

For the buffer layer analysis, the root-mean-squaresrmsd
roughness,Rq, of the AFM images was determined for ea
of the nine images and these values were averagedsRq

=fsSzi −zavgd2/ng1/2, wherezi is the height of each pixel an
n is the number of pixelsd. The number of times the buff
step edges intercept an equally spaced grid of ten lines—
horizontal and five vertical—placed on the images was m
sured to give an indication of the step edge length. The
images were analyzed with a computer program which i
tified the dot positions by finding local maxima. The progr
generates an image with crosses at the dot positions f
the accuracy of the program was verified by visual inspec
of these positions. The dot heights were determined by
ing the average background level for the image and sub
ing it from the height at each of the maxima identified.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The three different substrate preparation technique
sulted in quite different surface morphologies after oxide
sorption, withRqs of 0.5, 1.0, and 1.3 nm for the HCl etch
as-received, and PAW-HCl etched wafers, respectively. A
500 nm of buffer growth, there were no obvious morphol
cal differences between wafers with the three different
strate preparations, and theRqs were nearly identical, ran
ing from 0.2 to 0.3 nm. These results differ from those fo
previously for buffers grown by organometallic vapor ph
epitaxy sRef. 3d and will be discussed in more det
elsewhere.11

Distinct morphologies were found for the pulsed st
continuous, and annealed buffers, as shown in Fig. 2.
buffers grown by initially pulsing the Ga are moundedfFig.

¯

TABLE I. Buffer layer feature dimensions and step edge line intercepts

As grown After h

Feature dimensionssnmd

Buffer
type

Along
f0 1 1g

Along
f0 1 1g

Along
f0 1 1g

Pulsed 690±210 250±60 1030±210
Continuous 170±40 80±20 220±50
Annealed 30±11 30±10 60±100
2sadg. The mounds are elongated along thef011g direction
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sTable Id. Mounds have been observed under a variet
growth conditions for GaAss001d homoepitaxy,5–7,12 and
have been proposed to result from an unstable growth
due to the presence of a barrier at step edgessSchwoebe
barrier13 or diffusion bias14d that inhibits the movement
adatoms off a terrace. The influence of this step edge b
can be diminished by decreasing the adatom diffusivity7,15

In the mounded samples studied here, the pause betwe
pulses—during the early stages of the buffer grow
allowed the Ga to diffuse further on the surface, giving
increased diffusion length. This would increase the effe
the step edge barrier and promote the formation of mou
Once the mounds formed, they persisted throughou
buffer growth—even when the growth rate was increase
switching to continuous deposition—giving an effectiv
shorter diffusion length. Mounds have also been propos
be the incompletely smoothed remnants of the initial
strate surface, and have been modeled with an aniso
nonlinear Kardar–Parisi–Zhang equation.8,9,14

As shown in Fig. 2sbd, the continuous buffer layer dep
sition did not cause mounding in samples without the in
pauses between Ga pulses. The terraces on the contin

grown samples are elongated alongf01̄1g sTable Id, as are
the mounds on the pulsed start buffers, indicating aniso
in the diffusion coefficients or sticking probabilities alo

the f01̄1g and f011g directions.4 These buffers are substa
tially smoother than the pulsed start buffers; their rms ro
ness values were approximately one-half of those of
pulsed start bufferssTable IId. Their average feature size
also smallersTable Id.

The annealed buffers have large incompletely filled
racesfFig. 2scdg. These are similar to the two-dimensio
ML islands and holes previously observed on GaAss100d
buffers that had been annealed for 1 h at 600 °C
quenched.16 The sizes of the islands and holes observe
this study are significantly larger than those described p
ously, probably because the samples in this study
cooled relatively slowly compared with the 2 s quench u
in that study.16

As already described, the substrates were cooled t
growth temperature and held for 5 min prior to QD grow
These extra steps are similar to annealing, but at a l
temperature. To determine the influence of these addit
steps on the buffer morphology, specimens of each b

t 530 °C After hold at 530 °C

Line interceptss/mmd

Along
f0 1 1g

f0 1 1g
line

f0 1 1g
line

Average

390±70 16.1±0.1 7.9±0.1 12.0
130±20 8.8±0.2 6.3±0.2 7.6
70±10 13.3±0.3 12.7±0.3 13.0
.

old a
type were imaged after undergoing the hold at 530 °CsFig.
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3d. This low-temperature anneal did not substantially cha
the buffer morphology; the pulsed start buffers still h
mounds, and both the continuous and annealed buffer
still relatively smooth. The mound height and lateral dim
sions on the pulsed start buffers increased slightly afte
530 °C holdsTable I and results for Sample “C” in Table Id.
Likewise, the average island size on the continuous an
nealed buffers increased after the 5 min annealsTable Id;
however, their surface roughness did notsTable IId. These
changes may be the result of a variety of effects, eithe
netic, thermodynamic, or both. Interestingly, on the cont
ous buffer after the 5 min anneal, there appear to be s
islands or hillocks at the edges of the larger islandsfFig.
3sbdg. These may result from the step edge barrier, w
may be larger at the lower anneal temperature, and may
rant further investigation.

The average number of step edge intercepts along
length of a line was measured for the buffers held 5 m
530 °C sTable Id. The anisotropy in feature dimensions
the buffers is reflected in the step edge intercepts. As
pected, there are more intercepts along lines parallel t
short dimensions of the surface features. The number o
edge intercepts is smallest for the continuously grown bu
consistent with this specimen having a low rms rough
and relatively large feature size. The pulsed start and
nealed buffers—which have, respectively, a very rough
face and very small feature sizes—have substantially h
numbers of interceptssby ,50%d, indicating a greater ste
edge length on these two samples than on the contin
buffer.

AFM images of the QDs grown on the three differ
buffer types, taken at the center of each wafer, are
shown in Fig. 3. From these images, it can be seen tha
size and density of the dots are qualitatively similar in
three different samples. Contour plots of the QD densitie
the waferssFig. 4d, however, show substantial variatio
across each wafer. For all three specimens, there is an a
the wafer where the dot density is twice that in anothe
gion. The wafer-to-wafer change in average density
height, however, is smallsTable IIId and less than the sta
dard deviation within each wafer.

Thus, there was no obvious influence of the buffer la
morphology on the QD distribution, and the large lat
variations in dot distributions across wafers are not du

TABLE II. Buffer layer roughness,Rq snmd

Specimen set Pulsed start Continuous Anne

A 0.42 0.27 0.17
B 0.47 0.19 0.18
Ca 0.52 0.20 0.17
D 0.30

Average 0.43 0.22 0.17
Standard deviation 0.09 0.04 0.01

aThe C specimens were cooled to 530 °C and held for 5 min before co
local variations in buffer morphology.
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It is noteworthy that the specimens with the pulsed
and annealed buffers, which have substantially more
edge length than the continuous buffer, as indicated b
line intercept measurementssTable Id, have smaller averag
dot densities than the continuous buffer sample. This
cates that factors other than the step edge length dete
the density of dots. From the AFM imagefFig. 3sddg, it can
be seen that the dots on mounded buffers do not appear
aligned with terrace edges.

The dot heights on the three wafers are more uniform
the dot densitiessFig. 4d and, again, the difference betwe
wafers is smallsTable IIId. The standard deviation in the d
height across each wafer is 10% or less of the average h
compared with the density for which the standard devia
range from 16 to 28% of the averagesTable IIId. There is an
inverse relationship between the dot height and density
tributions for each wafer, as can be seen in Fig. 4, sugge
that the volume of material in the QDs is uniformly distr
uted, but that the dot nucleation was not. Potential sourc
nonuniform nucleation are temperature gradients and
uniform material distribution at the time of nucleation. F
ther work to investigate these possibilities is underway.

To check whether the volume of material in the dots
deposited uniformly, the product of the dot density and
height cubedsDxh3d was evaluated across the wafers.

3

.

FIG. 3. AFM images of substrates with the three different buffer ty
which have undergone an additional cooling to and 5 min hold at 53
sad pulsed start,sbd continuous, andscd annealed. AFM images from t
center of each wafer with QDs grown on the three different types of b
sdd pulsed start,sed continuous, andsfd annealed. The images are al
33 mm2.
parameterDxh is proportional to the average volume of
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material in the dots per unit area or average thickness o
QD layer. BothDxh3 and the standard deviation for ea
wafer are given in Table III. For two of the specime
pulsed start and continuous, the volume of material is m
uniform across the wafer than either the density or he
For the pulsed start sample, the maximum variation in
density and height are 194 and 53%, respectively, while
maximum variation in the “volume” per unit area is 31
Likewise, for the continuous specimen, the maximum va

FIG. 4. Contour plots of the QD densitysdots/mm2d on the three differen
snmd: sdd pulsed start,sed continuous, andsfd annealed.
tions of 177 and 44% for the density and height are reduced

J. Vac. Sci. Technol. B, Vol. 23, No. 3, May/Jun 2005
e
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t

to 30% for the volume per unit area. For the annealed w
the variation in volume per unit area is quite large.

It is important to note that the volume approximation u
here assumes that the shape of the dots does not c
within a wafer. Transmission electron microscopy meas
ments have shown that the shape of InGaAs dots varies
stantially, from pyramidal to multifaceted, for dots betw
8.5 and 13 nm tall.17 This change in shape would have
significant effect on the volume of the dots. For the anne

fers:sad pulsed start,sbd continuous, andscd annealed, and of the QD heig
t buf
specimen, which has the largest average dot height, 10.2 nm,
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the relatively large variation in dot volume across the w
may be due to locally varying dot shapes. Shape cha
may also contribute to the smaller variations in volu
found for the other two samples.

It is interesting to speculate on the implications of th
results for optical device processing. The maximum de
tions in the dot height across the central 2.632.6mm2 region
of the wafers are between 40 and 50%. Using a height c
estimate for dot volume, this translates into a volume ch
of ,275% and a predicted shift in peak wavelength resp
of ,100 meV.18 In addition, assuming that nonradiative p
cesses are minimized to the point where device saturat
possible, the large variations in QD density, from 100
200% maximum in the central 2.632.6 mm2 square of th
wafers studied, would cause similarly large variations in
sensitivity or brightness of devices from different region
the same wafer.

IV. SUMMARY

Three distinct buffer morphologies, with varying degr
of surface roughness, were identified for buffers grown
tinuously, with a pulsed start and with a postgrowth ann
The surface features are consistent with growth models
assume a step edge barrier or diffusion anisotropy. A s
anneal at the lower QD growth temperature was foun
cause an increase in the size of the surface features, bu
change in the surface roughness. Some increase in roug
was observed in the mounded buffer after annealing.

Dots were grown on these three buffer types, and
density and height distributions were analyzed. The v
tions in dot distributions on different buffer types were fou
to be similar, indicating that the buffer roughness and
edge length do not determine the dot distribution across
fers. The standard deviation in the dot density across
vidual wafers was large, 16 to 28% of the average, while

TABLE III. Average quantum dot density, height andDxh3.

Density s/mm2d

Buffer type Average
Standard
deviation

Pulsed 135 38
Continuous 151 35
Annealed 134 22
JVST B - Microelectronics and Nanometer Structures
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standard deviations in dot height were smaller, 10% or
of the average. An inverse relationship between the
height and density distributions was found, suggesting
the total amount of QD material deposited was uniform
though the QD nucleation was not.
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